
 
Services: Youth Services Cooperative-emergency service stdentski  
 
The essential conditions of cooperation are:  
 
- Framework needed number of employees .... according to your needs,  
- Engaging employees in a certain period (the contract of temporary and pov. Jobs)  
- Employer-Client provides equipment and funds for the operation,  
- Costs of sick leave, vacation and holidays do not burden the employer,  
 
To work over the youth cooperative agreement opens a temporary and occasional jobs, which 
can last from 1 st day - up to 120 working days.  
 
   The contract can terminate or extend a day depending on your actual needs.  
 
      Applied worker dobijaja instructions for work - for a particular employer, the type with an 
individual contract of temporary and occasional jobs, the initial employer, worker and 
cooperatives.  
 
-Proposal individual contracts attached ..  
- The valid price list of services,  
 
 Cooperative keeps all records of work and earnings, in accordance with the law, carry out 
registration and cancellation of workers, wage calculation and payment of employees upon 
completion of the work.  
 
       Legitimate suspension of taxes, contributions and VAT imposed by law (not subject to 
change), and the cooperative commission is 8% for students (persons in training to 
26godina.) Or 6.8% of unemployed, who were in training or were older than 26 years .  
 
Holidays and absence:  
 Since temporary and part-time jobs over the youth cooperative do not have the character of 
employment, the employer is not obligated to pay sick leave and annual leave and workers is 
common practice that for night work (from 22 to 06 h), the employer paid the price increased 
(+26%) because of difficult working conditions.  
 
        Generally the quality of work, respect of deadlines and effective business communication 
guarantee many years of experience in the market.  
 
manager.  
Breda MILIC in Belgrade in November, 2009, Mr.  
063-266-307  
mailto:ozbulevar@beotel.rs  
 
Useful links;  
Reference; http://www.studentska-zadruga.com/reference.php  
VAT data; http://www.studentska-zadruga.com/epdv.php  
Contracts; http://www.studentska-zadruga.com/ugovori.php 


